L&M Imaging appointed as UK dealers for Heights UK
28th August 2017

L&M Imaging Systems react to printer’s frustrations with plate supplier “lock ins”
Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire – August 28th, 2017 – L&M Imaging Systems announced their appointment as
dealers for Heights UK
According to Tim Clough, Managing Director of L&M Imaging, "Over recent years printers have taken advantage
of plate processor offers from the major plate manufacturers only to find that the processors supplied only
process plates from one manufacturer. Our approach is to provide end users with equipment that ensures they
can change suppliers.”
Elinor Robinson, Sales Director of Heights UK said “Having spent many years manufacturing bespoke
processors for major suppliers we are excited that L&M Imaging will be working as the UK dealer taking our own
product mix to UK printers. We feel that since L&M Imaging are primarily a service company they will be the
perfect partners”
L&M Imaging also supply Thermal, Violet and Conventional plates from as little as £4.25 /m² without having to
sign up long term consumable contracts.

About L&M Imaging Systems
L&M Imaging Systems Ltd. is leading supplier of imaging technologies, service and supplies for graphic and
industrial applications. L&M Imaging can trace it history back more than 125 years to the Linotype & Machinery
Company based in Altrincham, Cheshire. The Imaging Systems division became an independent limited
company in 1991.
For over 25 years L&M Imaging have successfully applied a broad range of optical, imaging, laser, and digitalelectronic technologies to meet the business needs of its customers. L&M Imaging is dedicated to maintaining
the highest standards of service and support to its UK and international customers.

About Heights UK
HEIGHTS was established in 1974 as an engineering design company and, in the years following, success came
in manufacturing a wide range of innovative equipment, primarily in the graphic arts market.
By the mid-nineties HEIGHTS had become an internationally recognised supplier of premium quality graphic arts
equipment, and in 1999 was acquired by Global Graphics SA, returning to private ownership in 2002 when it was
re-acquired by its previous owners and founders.
With manufacturing operations in the UK and the USA, HEIGHTS continues to be recognised as a world-leading
supplier of graphic arts products, and is dedicated to providing innovative equipment which meets the everchanging requirements of this marketplace.
Many printing plate and chemistry manufacturers recognise the engineering excellence, durability and longevity
of HEIGHTS equipment by marketing it under their own brand. Similarly, other customers purchasing HEIGHTS
branded equipment do so because of the added value and competitive edge it brings.

L&M Imaging Systems --- A wealth of imaging experience.
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